
McKenna, Neil

From: Kim, Sabrina
s,nt: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 12:20 AM
a: Stickney, Matt; Holland, Alyx; Theis, Rick; Deagle, Jordan; Lamothe, Colleen; Zimmerman,

Shannon; Clow, Brian; Chin, Ben; Travers, Patrick; Davis, Kathleen; Khalil, Samantha;
Duchesneau, Olivier

Cc: Saini, Sabina (HC/SC); Church, Leslie (SPAC/PSPC); Dunn, Ryan (Ext.)
Subject: Procurement Call - May 5

Hello,

Please see below for a summary of tonight's call:

PSPC—new buys:
- Working on some relatively large contracts with 3M for N95s — would potentially come from the UK and China

PSPC — logistics:
Flight arriving tonight in Hamilton with 8m surgical masks
Two flights arriving tomorrow: one at 420pm at Pearson and the other at 1045 in Hamilton

o Inclu.: 11 million more surgical masks and 100k gowns
Anticipating one flight a day for the rest of the month with inventory on it

o A lot of pri-MED masks on the way
- Q: When will we receive KN95s from cliff, non-Tango suppliers?

o A: Takes 3-4 days before they get on the airplane; maybe the weekend

rIAC:
- Several face shields coming off the line from domestic suppliers — NU factor, Toronto Stamp

99k swabs pending quality control
- Shipped out some Bauer face shields to P/Ts yesterday (165k)
- 38k bottles of hand sanitizer in diff formats
- 344k disposable thermometers
- 3700 George Courey gowns
- 350k shoe covers have gone out to P/Ts — were produced in Canada in MTL

Tango update:
- Officials agreed that .1 is the appropriate standard and thus, Tango will need to be informed that they haven't

met the specs in the contract
- Will first need to work out a strategy to figure out what that entails (cancellation, return of product, refund, etc.)

- this will still take a day or two
- FAC, PSPC and the supplier will then have a convo with Tango

P/Ts pressures:
- Gowns is something that P/Ts have predominantly been asking for

- DM Fox: some requests from ON and QC for gloves too

- We don't have any PPE RFAs at the moment
- Zoll vents from the U.S. should be crossing the border tonight

- Had to hire people to re-label the pri-MED masks; task will take over 400 hours

ISED:
- Innovative Solutions Challenge on alternative filter fabrics for masks has closed
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o 3 potential suppliers have been identified, should be good for prinnetime in the coming days
- Q: When are we going to start seeing ventilators coming off the line from the 3 domestic suppliers?

o Next few weeks

Sabrina Kim
Issues Advisor / Conseillere en enjeux
Office of the Prime Minister! Cabinet du premier ministre
613-795-7803
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